Since the first report of a rapidly resolved subdural hemorrhage (SDH) in 1986, few additional case reports have been presented in the literature.
INTRODUCTION
Chronic subdural hemorrhage (SDH) is frequently encountered in elderly individuals. 1 When we perform an operation for a chronic SDH, the hematoma is usually removed with burr hole trephination as well as catheter drainage. Catheter drainage can be associated with complications, such as acute SDH, pneumocephalus, and infection. Here, we describe a patient with cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) redistribution and hemorrhage washout caused by overdrainage of a chronic SDH. We propose that CSF loss can lead to remote hemorrhaging.
CASE REPORT
An 82-year-old female patient displayed a decrease in consciousness following a fall. (Fig. 1B, C) .
Burr hole trephination was performed under general anesthesia. The SDH was removed through catheter drainage without saline irrigation. Chronic SDH is usually drained to 150 mL per day after surgery. However, postoperative CT following 300 mL of sudden drainage from the chronic SDH presented a newly developed SDH along the right convexity with a 7 mm midline shift (Fig. 1D) . The right SDH showed high and mixed density, which may be seen as an expansion of a small amount of hemorrhage by decompression due to overdrainage of the left SDH.
However, neurological improvement was observed after the operation. The patients mental state improved, and the right hemiparesis was found to be better than its pre- later, revealed an unexpected significant resolution of the acute SDH with no midline shifting ( Fig. 2A) . A CT performed post-operatively on the 2nd day revealed a more diminished right SDH as well as a lower density in the left SDH (Fig. 2B) . A subsequent serial follow-up CT also revealed a gradually decreasing acute SDH in the right convexity (Fig. 2C, D) . The patient completely recovered consciousness without experiencing any neurological deficits. al. 3 It is thought that the SDH might involve a tear in the arachnoid membrane, facilitating the retrograde flow of CSF into the hematoma, resulting in a blood clot washout.
Cerebral atrophy has also been shown to facilitate SDH resolution in a theory proposed by Kato et al. 4 Cerebral atrophy contributes to preventing the formation of well-organized blood clots, making the region more susceptible to washout, via CSF dilution. Redistribution of the hemorrhage towards another subdural space may be another acceptable explanation, as proposed by Bortolotti et al. 5 The redistribution of the hemorrhage to the spinal subdural space could be one of the mechanisms by which spontaneous resolution can occur, especially in an infratentorial SDH. Although it is not common, if patients complain of a tingling sensation or sensory change as the secondary hemorrhage is decreased, a neurological examination of the spine is recommended.
In this case, the contralateral hyperacute SDH might be resolved via CSF dilution even though its origin was non- 
